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Yet even if the Chrysler is built in Canada and based on a platform that has evolved from an old
Mercedes E-Class, it is nonetheless the epitome of a classic American sedan reinvented for the
modern age. It's the "modern age" bit that's most important. Thanks to a complete overhaul last
year, the boasts sleeker styling, a quieter interior and a more comfortable ride than it did in
years past. Interior craftsmanship is second to none in its class, and the 's myriad electronic
features are not only advanced, but also easy to use. There's a touch of modernity under the
hood as well. While the will always be best known for its V8 power, opting for its base
horsepower V6 is nothing to be ashamed of. It's a smooth-running engine that not only
produces quick acceleration but also returns admirable fuel economy due in no small part to the
new-for eight-speed automatic transmission. There are other additions for The S offers a
different take on the 's styling. Gone are the old-world luxury trappings of wood, chrome and
other bright-metal trim, replaced instead with darker trim bits and available red leather that
create a cooler, more modern vibe. Coming back after a one-year hiatus is the SRT8
performance model, now boasting a 6. Yet most shoppers will be considering the more common
variants of the Chrysler , and that's not a problem at all. Even in its most basic trim level, the
can pass as a luxury car with its high-quality interior, refined ride, strong power and generous
features. Stepping up the model ladder further improves things. Bluetooth phone connectivity is
optional. The Limited adds inch chrome-clad wheels, an upgraded transmission, remote
ignition, leather upholstery, heated front seats, a power passenger seat, Bluetooth phone and
audio connectivity, and upgraded speakers. The AWD Limited gets inch chrome-clad wheels
and upgraded brakes. The S V6 adds unique styling elements, performance tires, steering wheel
shift paddles, a larger touchscreen display and a speaker Beats by Dr. Dre sound system.
However, leather upholstery and the power passenger seat are options along with a navigation
system. The rear-wheel-drive S gets inch polished-aluminum wheels, while the AWD version
gets 19s. They also differ in suspension tuning. Optional on the Limited and S V6 is the Luxury
Group, which adds power-adjustable pedals and steering wheel, driver memory functions, a
heated steering wheel, heated rear seats, heated and cooled front cupholders, a power rear
sunshade and an auto-dimming exterior driver mirror. The S version gets leather upholstery and
the power passenger seat. The Limited version gets upgraded leather upholstery, ventilated
front seats and a wood-trim steering wheel. The C adds on top of the Limited's standard
equipment a V8 engine, automatic wipers, automatic high beams, a rearview camera, the larger
infotainment interface, a navigation system with real-time traffic and the Limited's version of the
Luxury Group. The S V8 is similarly equipped, but includes the S V6's styling elements and
sound system. The navigation system is optional. The C Luxury Series version of the C adds
special "platinum chrome" exterior trim, inch wheels, upgraded leather upholstery,
hand-stitched leather-trimmed interior surfaces, Berber floor mats, and real wood trim. The
Beats by Dre system is optional. All but the base can be equipped with a speaker Harman
Kardon sound system. All but the base model can be equipped with a panoramic sunroof and
the SafetyTec package, which includes adaptive and auto-leveling bi-xenon headlamps,
adaptive cruise control, a blind-spot and cross-path warning system, a forward collision
warning system, a rearview camera S , power-folding mirrors and automatic wipers Limited and
S V6. The Chrysler base, Limited and S V6 models come standard with a 3. The base model
comes standard with a five-speed automatic transmission, but the same eight-speed automatic
found on the other V6 models is optional. Rear-wheel drive is standard; all-wheel drive is
optional on the Limited and S. In Edmunds performance testing, a base went from zero to 60
mph in 7. The C and S V8 get a 5. A five-speed automatic and rear-wheel drive are standard, but
all-wheel drive is optional. The SRT8 gets a 6. Rear-wheel drive and a five-speed automatic with
paddle shifters are standard. In Edmunds performance testing, the SRT8 went from zero to 60
mph in a very quick 4. Every Chrysler comes with antilock brakes, traction and stability control,
front side airbags, side curtain airbags, a driver knee airbag and active front head restraints.
The SafetyTec package adds a blind-spot warning system, a cross-path warning system alerts
the driver to cross traffic while backing up and a forward collision warning system. A rearview
camera is also available. In Edmunds brake testing, the base came to a stop from 60 mph in a
better-than-average feet. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing, the received
the top rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. The Chrysler
glides down the road in a way that reminds us of a big Mercedes-Benz sedan. Its suspension
dampens even heavily rutted pavement, yet it does so without causing uncontrolled body
motions. The ride becomes firmer with the optional 20s, but we wouldn't call it objectionable.
Body roll is acceptable when cornering, and the electric-assist steering has appropriate
weighting and feel. The is famous for its big V8s, but the standard V6 is a strong performer in its
own right. It's also smooth, quiet mostly because of the cabin's ample sound-deadening and
pretty fuel-efficient with rear-wheel drive and the new eight-speed automatic. However, the V8 is

worth its extra cost for those hankering for a taste of good old American muscle. Meanwhile, the
new SRT8 represents American muscle on steroids. With hp and lb-ft of torque, it provides
serious tire-smoking credentials. The SRT8 also goes around corners with a level of athleticism
that belies this sedan's full-size dimensions. Having said that, tighter roads will quickly make
even this top-dog feel its size. After last year's overhaul, the Chrysler now has a cabin that
might make luxury car shoppers think twice about paying extra for a fancy badge. The look is
hardly what we'd describe as ground-breaking, but it's classy even in its most basic form, and
the S in particular adds some visual flair with its available two-tone color schemes. Materials are
top-notch, particularly on the new C Luxury Series with its leather trim covering most interior
surfaces. Given the 's proportions, it shouldn't come as a surprise that there's ample room for
occupants big and small. The adjustability of the driver seat and tilt-and-telescoping steering
wheel is particularly impressive. The large 8. In fact, it's one of the better touchscreen systems
around, with large buttons and a logical menu structure. Luggage capacity is average for a large
sedan, with Rearward visibility is the only notable drawback for the here, as the thick rear pillars
can make it hard to spot other cars in the rear three-quarter view. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chrysler
SRT8. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chrysler
lease specials Check out Chrysler lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited rear visibility.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Stylish and powerful, the Chrysler is an excellent full-size sedan.
Vehicle overview. Despite a complete overhaul last year, the Chrysler receives several
significant changes and enhancements. An eight-speed automatic transmission is now
available with the V6 engine, which can also now be paired with all-wheel drive. A smaller
touchscreen interface is now standard on the base and Limited models. Read more. Write a
review See all 54 reviews. Very fast,very quick,very high tech duel suspension with track
mode,duel transmission auto or stick. Only made 27 of my version. SRT group is great to work
with stands behind you and car. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Yet even if the Chrysler is built in Canada and
based on a platform that has evolved from an old Mercedes E-Class, it is nonetheless the
epitome of a classic American sedan reinvented for the modern age. It's the "modern age" bit
that's most important. Thanks to a complete overhaul last year, the boasts sleeker styling, a
quieter interior and a more comfortable ride than it did in years past. Interior craftsmanship is
second to none in its class, and the 's myriad electronic features are not only advanced, but
also easy to use. There's a touch of modernity under the hood as well. While the will always be
best known for its V8 power, opting for its base horsepower V6 is nothing to be ashamed of. It's
a smooth-running engine that not only produces quick acceleration but also returns admirable
fuel economy due in no small part to the new-for eight-speed automatic transmission. There are
other additions for The S offers a different take on the 's styling. Gone are the old-world luxury
trappings of wood, chrome and other bright-metal trim, replaced instead with darker trim bits
and available red leather that create a cooler, more modern vibe. Coming back after a one-year
hiatus is the SRT8 performance model, now boasting a 6. Yet most shoppers will be considering
the more common variants of the Chrysler , and that's not a problem at all. Even in its most
basic trim level, the can pass as a luxury car with its high-quality interior, refined ride, strong
power and generous features. Stepping up the model ladder further improves things. Bluetooth
phone connectivity is optional. The Limited adds inch chrome-clad wheels, an upgraded
transmission, remote ignition, leather upholstery, heated front seats, a power passenger seat,
Bluetooth phone and audio connectivity, and upgraded speakers. The AWD Limited gets inch
chrome-clad wheels and upgraded brakes. The S V6 adds unique styling elements, performance
tires, steering wheel shift paddles, a larger touchscreen display and a speaker Beats by Dr. Dre
sound system. However, leather upholstery and the power passenger seat are options along

with a navigation system. The rear-wheel-drive S gets inch polished-aluminum wheels, while the
AWD version gets 19s. They also differ in suspension tuning. Optional on the Limited and S V6
is the Luxury Group, which adds power-adjustable pedals and steering wheel, driver memory
functions, a heated steering wheel, heated rear seats, heated and cooled front cupholders, a
power rear sunshade and an auto-dimming exterior driver mirror. The S version gets leather
upholstery and the power passenger seat. The Limited version gets upgraded leather
upholstery, ventilated front seats and a wood-trim steering wheel. The C adds on top of the
Limited's standard equipment a V8 engine, automatic wipers, automatic high beams, a rearview
camera, the larger infotainment interface, a navigation system with real-time traffic and the
Limited's version of the Luxury Group. The S V8 is similarly equipped, but includes the S V6's
styling elements and sound system. The navigation system is optional. The C Luxury Series
version of the C adds special "platinum chrome" exterior trim, inch wheels, upgraded leather
upholstery, hand-stitched leather-trimmed interior surfaces, Berber floor mats, and real wood
trim. The Beats by Dre system is optional. All but the base can be equipped with a speaker
Harman Kardon sound system. All but the base model can be equipped with a panoramic
sunroof and the SafetyTec package, which includes adaptive and auto-leveling bi-xenon
headlamps, adaptive cruise control, a blind-spot and cross-path warning system, a forward
collision warning system, a rearview camera S , power-folding mirrors and automatic wipers
Limited and S V6. The Chrysler base, Limited and S V6 models come standard with a 3. The
base model comes standard with a five-speed automatic transmission, but the same
eight-speed automatic found on the other V6 models is optional. Rear-wheel drive is standard;
all-wheel drive is optional on the Limited and S. In Edmunds performance testing, a base went
from zero to 60 mph in 7. The C and S V8 get a 5. A five-speed automatic and rear-wheel drive
are standard, but all-wheel drive is optional. The SRT8 gets a 6. Rear-wheel drive and a
five-speed automatic with paddle shifters are standard. In Edmunds performance testing, the
SRT8 went from zero to 60 mph in a very quick 4. Every Chrysler comes with antilock brakes,
traction and stability control, front side airbags, side curtain airbags, a driver knee airbag and
active front head restraints. The SafetyTec package adds a blind-spot warning system, a
cross-path warning system alerts the driver to cross traffic while backing up and a forward
collision warning system. A rearview camera is also available. In Edmunds brake testing, the
base came to a stop from 60 mph in a better-than-average feet. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety crash testing, the received the top rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset,
side-impact and roof-strength tests. The Chrysler glides down the road in a way that reminds us
of a big Mercedes-Benz sedan. Its suspension dampens even heavily rutted pavement, yet it
does so without causing uncontrolled body motions. The ride becomes firmer with the optional
20s, but we wouldn't call it objectionable. Body roll is acceptable when cornering, and the
electric-assist steering has appropriate weighting and feel. The is famous for its big V8s, but the
standard V6 is a strong performer in its own right. It's also smooth, quiet mostly because of the
cabin's ample sound-deadening and pretty fuel-efficient with rear-wheel drive and the new
eight-speed automatic. However, the V8 is worth its extra cost for those hankering for a taste of
good old American muscle. Meanwhile, the new SRT8 represents American muscle on steroids.
With hp and lb-ft of torque, it provides serious tire-smoking credentials. The SRT8 also goes
around corners with a level of athleticism that belies this sedan's full-size dimensions. Having
said that, tighter roads will quickly make even this top-dog feel its size. After last year's
overhaul, the Chrysler now has a cabin that might make luxury car shoppers think twice about
paying extra for a fancy badge. The look is hardly what we'd describe as ground-breaking, but
it's classy even in its most basic form, and the S in particular adds some visual flair with its
available two-tone color schemes. Materials are top-notch, particularly on the new C Luxury
Series with its leather trim covering most interior surfaces. Given the 's proportions, it shouldn't
come as a surprise that there's ample room for occupants big and small. The adjustability of the
driver seat and tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel is particularly impressive. The large 8. In fact,
it's one of the better touchscreen systems around, with large buttons and a logical menu
structure. Luggage capacity is average for a large sedan, with Rearward visibility is the only
notable drawback for the here, as the thick rear pillars can make it hard to spot other cars in the
rear three-quarter view. Available styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used,
or certified pre-owned CPO Chrysler for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid

for the Used Chrysler Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Chrysler lease specials Check out Chrysler lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited rear visibility. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Stylish and
powerful, the Chrysler is an excellent full-size sedan. Vehicle overview. Despite a complete
overhaul last year, the Chrysler receives several significant changes and enhancements. An
eight-speed automatic transmission is now available with the V6 engine, which can also now be
paired with all-wheel drive. A smaller touchscreen interface is now standard on the base and
Limited models. Read more. Write a review See all 54 reviews. So finally I write my in depth
review.. So finally I write my in depth review after owning the car for over 3 years, from brand
new in I am a professional Livery driver and spent many hours in this car. First the best aspects
of the car: -Even with my 3. Great torque and fairly responsive. The torque also allows the car to
get up to speed without revving too high so in that sense the engine is quiet. Exhaust is quiet.
Transmission is fairly good with some inconsistencies and quirks. Car is large and roomy
except for maybe the ceiling height and passengers in the back comment often on how
comfortable it is back there. Now some bad: My biggest gripe about this car is the suspension.
It feels OK over small bumps but it feels like you crashed into a truck if you hit a small pothole
or go over bad roads which are numerous here in NYC. The suspension is unrefined, but still
better than my friends Cadillac XTS which also has a horrible suspension. The build of this car
is not very good. Even the right side of my top panel, next to my windshield keeps popping up.
This in combination with the feeling of the harsh suspension makes it feel like the car is falling
apart. For the few years I have owned this car, I had tons of trouble. I had to change the battery
twice, the entire front suspension, rear shocks, water pump, fuel pump, and a bunch of other
minor problems. The suspension being the most costly. My airbag light goes on and off. The
rear windows screech as they go up and down. Anyway, you get the point. The entertainment
and touch control system is great, I like the screen size and the way it works. However my
Bluetooth connection stopped working and I cannot connect my phone anymore. Sound system
is very decent. Sunroof is great and can vent it without the rain pouring in. Wheels are fake
chrome with a plastic facade. Steering wheel is just ok and can hurt the hands after a while.
Leather seats are decent, with a solid base but still a bit unrefined; can still sit comfortably for a
long time. Still a great deal if you get close to the base model price with a warranty which is
close to the price of a Camry. Would still rather own this car over a Camry and other similar
price range cars any day. Read less. After buying Hondas and Toyotas for years, I bought a
Chrysler I read great things about the Penstar V6 and the 8 speed transmission and attention to
detail. The car is the nicest car I have ever owned. I'm not one to write a review, but this vehicle
has me passionate about cars again! What can I say? The ride is incredibly plush yet handles
quite well when needed. Great turning radius as well. I once said I would never buy American
again. Now this is the weirdest thing about this vehicle it's a base model but has a couple of
features that doesn't come on the base but is in mines so lets say for the argument its a base
model Chrysler This car beats the Caddy hands down in ride and performance I accidentally
stepped on the gas accessing the highway and for the life of me the car raised up and went See
all 54 reviews of the Used Chrysler Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. He even climbed into the 3rd row to tell me if an adult could fit back there.
Genuinely good experience. Very nice and helpful. Very professional. Had the truck ready for
me to test drive when I arrived. My salesman Andy was very helpful. The AC was running warm
so he went to the store and got some freon so we could make sure it was working properly.
About an hour and a half and I was driving off in my new to me truck. Not good. Mileage was
said to be Turned out it was Not honest, I will never go back. Had a great experience with
Shopi-car hustle free deal I was contact every step of the way so I knew what was going on
great service and friendly staff. Gilley was wonderful to work with! Car is just as described and
due to inclement weather, he met me at am so I could get back on the road!! Worth driving the
distance to pick up my vehicle, beautiful vehicle just as described, very happy!! Thank you
Gilley!! At first they responded, then when I asked about any engine leaks or rust on the truck,
nothing. Terrible terrible terrible. I called ahead of time to notify I was coming, car was super
clean. Test drove the vehicle and it was Superb! Really awesome price, great salesmen and
great price. Dealer notified in advance for the purchase upon arrival car would not start due to

dead battery. Dealer replaced the battery. I purschased the bmw,vehicle was as described and
the people were very nice and friendly. Bridge Auto Group contacted me right away and was
extremely helpful. The only reason we have not done a deal so far is a family emergency has
intervened. I plan on going to them again once my situation clears up!!!!! Very experienced
people right here. I deal with Tim, he was so nice and very helpful. Great communication and he
will discuss and work things out real good for you. I recommend and they deserve more than 5
star. My go to place. Good job. As this is the third vehicle I purchased from Galeana, I can say
that the experience, as usual, was awesome. I am a satisfied and happy customer and highly
recommend this dealership. We left happy with a minivan that we badly needed cause we just
adopted 3 boys and needed more room. The salesman, although eager to sell the more
expensive cars, was kind and attentive. They gave us a decent amount for our trade in as well. I
had a very positive experience with this dealer. The owner is very personable, helpful and will
go above and beyond for his customers. I recommend this dealer to anyone looking for a car.
Mike was great to deal with! I found him to be honest and open about the condition on the car.
Overall I recommend buying a car from Mike. Super experience with Mike at Decisive. I flew in
from out of town to pick up a Nissan Xterra that was exactly as described, clean and ready to
go. Mike is very easy to work with, friendly, laid back and detailed. Could not have been an
easier process in my mind. Very happy with the vehicle and entire sales process. A posh and
polished look, powerful Hemi V8 engines, high-end cabins, superlative safety scores and one of
the smoothest cruises on the market keep the Chrysler Series a top contender in the full-size
sedan game. A pair of outmoded transmissions, pricy options, limited rearward visibility, tight
rear seating and a less-than-peppy V6 engine remain sobering reminders that Chrysler still has
work to do on its flagship sedan. An instant sensation when it first hit the streets for the model
year, the Chrysler Series continues to impress with its looks alone. For those who covet
upper-class luxury at a working-class price, the Chrysler ought to fit right in. Furthermore, the ,
in all its various editions, has become a darling of reviewers and consumers alike, especially
after its comprehensive redesign in Among the more notable improvements for , Chrysler now
offers its flagship sedan lineup in 7 trims: the Base , the lower-midlevel Limited, the brand-new
and uniquely styled S V6 and S V8, and the C, along with its luxury-oriented and also brand new
C Luxury Series counterpart. Along with these new trim editions, the Detroit automaker also
adds a standard 8-speed shiftable automatic transmission to V6-equipped trims for , not to
mention a downsized touchscreen trip computer and vehicle info display that now comes
standard in the Base and Limited trims. One of the things the Detroit-based automaker does
well, and one reason for its resurgence over the past 4 years, is providing the right car with the
right features to the right owner for the right price. This specializationâ€”or perhaps
customization is a better descriptionâ€”can be a little overwhelming at first, but it works. In a
constant upward curve of power, efficiency and performance, the once much-maligned V6
engines of yesteryear are now solidly entrenched among the domestic elites. A case in point is
the variable-valve-timed VVT Pentastar 3. This okay six-banger is E85 Flex-Fuel capable FFV
and, mated with a new-for 8-speed shiftable automatic transmission, puts out hp at 6, rpm and
lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. This 5. Finally, the SRT8, back for a return engagement, once again
brings with it the jaw-dropping 6. Mated with the 5-speed shiftable automatic transmission, this
big V8 throws out hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Reviewers find the V6 efficient, if not
exactly awe-inspiring, though the 8-speed automatic is, according to some, masterful at
disguising any weaknesses this six-banger may have in serious scoot. Tests of the V6,
meanwhile, showed a time of 7. The 5. A MOPAR 12 with this normal-sized V8, an amped-up rear
axle ratio and the ubiquitous 5-speed automatic was clocked at just over 5 seconds from ,
though less exotic 5. Finally, a SRT8 made the journey in a quick 4. Ride comfort aboard all
trims is described as pleasant to downright plush, depending on tire size and suspension
tuning. Based on the original Mercedes-Benz E-Class chassis, these posh people-haulers are
delivered with a 4-wheel independent suspension, with a short and long arm front end and
multi-link rear, all complemented by front and rear stabilizer bars. The trims, meantime, roll on
to inch alloy wheels, depending on the trim and drivetrain configuration. Those lower-level s
carrying the standard touring suspension offer, according to most reviews, an almost
bump-free ride, while those trims, such as the C and C Luxury with sport touring systems, the
MOPAR-sprung MOPAR 12, and the muscle-bound SRT8 with its driver-selectable 2-mode sport
suspension and sport-tuned steering, also boast surprisingly compliant ride comfort. Handling,
of course, is a reflection of the various suspension particulars available to the lineup. The SRT8,
of course, with its inch tires and heady suspension, shows some nifty moves on all but the
most convoluted of roads, according to virtually all reviewers, as does the marginally less
well-sprung MOPAR The S V6 and V8 versions are differentiated, RWD from AWD, by a number
of suspension tweaks, while the C and C Luxury boast an elaborated sport touring suspension

that heightens driving excitement without significantly compromising ride comfort. According
to most reviews, braking systems aboard the lineup range from excellent to superlative, and
this important fact is confirmed in various road tests. Standard brakes bring the
touring-equipped Base to a stop from 60 mph in feet, with the standard quad-piston Brembo
brakes on the SRT8 accomplishing the same thing in an eye-opening feet. Keeping in mind that
the lineup is touted as an upscale family sedan, standard appearance, comfort and convenience
amenities are suitably arranged. The Base , for instance, sports inch painted alloy wheels and
heated power-adjustable mirrors outside, with power-adjustable front bucket seats, cloth
upholstery and floor mats in front and rear, as well as simulated wood, leather and simulated
alloy cabin trim and steering-wheel bling all among the included interior perks. Remote power
door locks also come standard, as do cruise control and telescoping tilt-wheel steering, all of it
complemented by dual-zone automatic climate control. Techno-goodies, meantime, include an
auto-dimming rear-view mirror, basic Uconnect audio interface through the new
dashboard-mounted touchscreen and an MP3-capable single-CD player with 6 speakers,
satellite radio, a memory card slot and a USB connection. Next up, the Limited trim adds inch
RWD and inch AWD alloy wheels, heated height-adjustable front seats, power-adjustable
telescoping tilt-wheel steering, remote engine start, premium leather upholstery and a rear-view
camera. The S V6 throws in inch polished alloy wheels RWD and inch alloys AWD , some unique
styling touches, premium cloth upholstery and simulated carbon fiber interior accents, but
deletes the power-adjustable telescoping and tilting steering wheel and power-adjustable front
passenger seat in favor of manual adjustment of both. This lower midlevel trim also boasts
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters and a watt, speaker Beats audio system courtesy of Dr.
The touring-minded C, meanwhile, adds inch polished alloy wheels to RWD variations and inch
alloys to AWD editions, as well as reverse-tilting rear-view mirrors. The premium leather
upholstery returns in this upscale variation, as does the power-adjustable front passenger seat.
A power rear sunshade, meanwhile, as well as power-adjustable pedals, heated steering wheel,
memory for driver's settings, the new-for heated and cooled rear console cup holders and a
universal remote garage door opener do wonders for occupant comfort and convenience. This
higher-midlevel trim additionally sports hard-drive-based Garmin navigation with real-time
traffic, though audio reverts back to that watt system found in the Limited trim. The S V8,
meantime, sports most of the accoutrements found in the C while retaining the unique styling
elements and Dr. Dre-inspired audio components found in its V6-equipped sibling. Options in
lower trims of this opulent sedan encompass most of the equipment found in the pricier
editions. Available extras like a power sunroof, upgraded wheel and exterior chrome, heated
steering wheel and heated second-row seating, as well as a watt, speaker Harman Kardon audio
system and the new heated and cooled front console cup holders are available to the Limited
trim and higher, either in package form or as standalone options. By and large, reviewers find
the well-wrought Series to be comfortable and roomy, at least in the front bucket seats, while
the rear seat can get cramped for more than two adults, especially with the rear floor hump
interrupting the feng shui of those unfortunate enough to be stuck in the center position. Alas,
reviewers also find rear visibility to remain a bit challenging due to the thick rear quarter panels
and down-sized rear window. Finally, reviewers pen special praises for the high-end cabin
materials and workmanship up and down the lineup, as well as the available heated and cooled
console-mounted cup holders. Notable standard safety and security features found in every trim
include 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS with electronic brakeforce distribution, emergency braking
preparation and assist, and brake drying. Of course, traction and stability control, front and rear
airbags, dual front side-mounted airbags and front head restraint whiplash protection come
standard, with all this complemented by daytime running lights, dusk-sensing headlights and a
post-collision safety system. A highly touted SafetyTec package is optional for the Limited and
higher trims standard in the MOPAR 12 , and includes radar-interfaced adaptive cruise control,
blind-spot alerts, rear cross-path warning, high-intensity-discharge HID headlights, Parksense
Parking Assist, a universal garage door opener and turn-signal-integrated mirrors. Hefty doses
of standard safety features, not to mention its highest score of Good in all test regimens will do
that. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, meanwhile, gives this snazzy sedan its
highest score of 5 stars for overall safety, front crash tests and side impact tests, while its
second highest award of 4 stars is given for rollover protection. There are notably few
complaints about the new lineup from either customers or reviewers. However, some small
rumblings of owner discontent involve the outmoded 5-speed automatic transmission offered
with the two V8 powerplants, as well as some glitches common to the 8-speed automatic that
comes standard with the V6 engine. Cabin storage is also an issue with a few owners, while
others are still not convinced that Chrysler has solved its reliability and build-quality issues.
None of these perceived problems, however, has slowed the constant stream of owner praise

for this Detroit-engineered 4-door. More than a few also cite over-the-top safety scores, decent
V6 mileage numbers, user-friendly techno-goodies and a pair of top-shelf audio systems, not to
mention its genuine Detroit origin, as dealmakers in their decision to bring a Chrysler home to
roost. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chrysler listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Cora.
Orangeburg, SC Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Chrysler Dealer. The Good. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? The most satisfying Chrysler sedan you can buy, the returns for the
model year with better performance at the entry level and the top end, and with more tech and
luxury features. It's a swaggering hulk of a sedan, and the redesign it received last model year
made the Chrysler a more appealing luxury machine in almost every sense. The
broad-shouldered look is more muted than in the first-generation car, and the cartoonish grille
and brash details are toned down. Suave's the word, not showy. The cabin's richer, too, with
regrouped controls and an LCD touchscreen taking a place in the middle of the dash, ringed in
metallic trim. Wood trim swaps out for a carbon-fiber look on some versions, while others wear
a more naturally finished wood that's modern and elegant. The base Chrysler sports a
horsepower version of the company's new mainstay Pentastar 3. A five-speed automatic swaps
out for a new eight-speed transmission on some versions. The new transmission combines
excellent shift response, a sport mode and shift paddles to turn in mph runs of about eight
seconds--and highway fuel economy at an EPA-rated 31 miles per gallon. The higher-end luxury
S and C can be fitted with a 5. The 's handling rises from controlled to truly sporty as you step
up the performance ladder. All models have an absorbent ride and responsive electrohydraulic
steering, but all-wheel-drive versions get a specific tuning and inch wheels, while the S and
SRT8 have up to inch wheels and even tauter suspensions, and on the SRT8, adaptive shocks
with normal and sport modes of ride control. The doesn't drive or feel small at all, but it has a
big-car charm without the usual body roll and mushy, pitchy body motions. While it doesn't
have the extreme spread-out space of a Toyota Avalon or VW Passat, the is one of the more
spacious sedans in its class. The front seats have good bolstering and great head room, even
when a sunroof is fitted. Overall dimensions haven't changed much from the first generation,
but the back seat feels more spacious--mostly because thinner roof pillars and larger glass
areas brighten up the interior. The trunk's large, though it's a few cubic feet shy of the Taurus'
massive cargo hold. The has the usual airbags and electronic traction controls. A package of
safety technology on higher trim levels adds on lane-departure warnings, blind-spot monitors, a
forward-collision warning system, front and rear parking sensors, and adaptive cruise control.
All editions come with standard power windows, locks and mirrors; LED daytime running lights;
pushbutton start and keyless entry; a power driver seat; cloth upholstery; dual-zone climate
control; satellite radio; a USB port; and an 8. The S adds sport leather front seats; shift paddles;
piano black trim; and performance tires. The C gets a premium grade of leather upholstery;
natural wood trim; navigation; power-adjustable pedals; and a heated steering wheel. SRT8s
have carbon-fiber trim; heated and ventilated front seats; and a layer of instrumentation in its
navigation system that displays performance stats like acceleration times and lateral grip. A
watt Harmon Kardon sound system is now an option on most models. The Chrysler is classy,
ornate, and a swaggering hulk of a sedan, with a uniquely American look. Thanks to the
redesign it received last model year, the Chrysler is a more appealing luxury machine in almost
every sense. The broad-shouldered look is more muted than in the first-generation car, and the
cartoonish grille, faux-Bentley look, and brash details are toned down. Smaller headlights wear
LED eyeliner, while the fenders are more rectilinear, especially on the rear where they've picked
up some of the intricate stamped-in details seen on the current Ford Taurus, Buick LaCrosse,
even the most recent E-Class. From dead on, the rear end's vertical-tube taillamps have never
glowed as expensively. If they were any thinner, they'd strike a distinctly Caddy note. Yet
suave's the word, not showy. And for that reason we think the subdued inch wheels are more
fitting; inch chrome wheels are still available and provide the bold note others will want. The
expensive-looking cabin wears new shapes, new trim and new materials, most of it emphatically
better than ever. The cockpit doesn't look so plain anymore, with its timepiece-faced gauges.
The base V-6 versions of the Chrysler have in the past failed to live up to this sedan's brash,

assertive image, but for that's not at all the case. Last year, Chrysler introduced a new
horsepower version of the company's smooth Pentastar 3. The new transmission is exactly
what this sedan needs to complete its personality transformation and achieve a more
sophisticated feel throughout. With the V-6, it combines excellent shift response, a sport mode,
and shift paddles to turn in mph runs of about eight seconds--and highway fuel economy at an
EPA-rated 31 miles per gallon. During gentle acceleration, it ratchets quickly up the gears, not
wasting revs, while a quick prod of the right foot prompts a quick downshift and a rush of
power. Some sporty S models, as well as all lux-trim C models can be fitted with a 5. The
doesn't drive or feel small at all, but it has a big-car charm without the usual body roll and
mushy, pitchy body motions; steering is secure on center--in the sense that you could truly eat
up the highway miles--and while it's not at all enthusiastic in feel it loads up nicely off center.
The Chrysler is a rear-driver, except when it's not: the HEMI-equipped C can be fitted with
all-wheel drive, which has an advantageous axle-disconnect system that helps fuel economy
and handling when there's no need for all wheels to be engaged in power delivery. It's fitted with
inch wheels, which aren't much of an enemy to the 's ride quality on rear-drive models. The
Chrysler has rear-wheel drive and a roofline that favors design over utility--so it's no big
surprise that compared to other sedans of this size, the isn't quite as roomy in back as other
large front-drivers like the Toyota Avalon or even Volkswagen Passat. The front seats have
good bolstering and great head room, even when a sunroof is fitted, and we like the front seats'
softer-skinned leather and nice compromise between wide cushions and side bolstering. As for
the back seat, it you might need to duck your head to get in, and knee room is limited, but once
back they feel like spacious quarters--and thinner roof pillars and larger glass areas brighten up
the interior. You'll find plenty of places to hide things in the 's cabin. The cupholders hide under
a roll-away tambour; the center console hides a usefully deep well, and there's a nicely sized
bin in the console ahead of the shifter. All the doors have molded-in bottle holders. In the trunk,
While the textures all feel swell, the rubberized dash cap has a gummy grip that lint loves to call
home--detracting slightly from the modern-Sinatra vibe that the especially the all-black versions
toss off casually. The family has advanced by leaps and bounds in refinement and cabin
isolation over the past couple of model years. In V-6 models, there's only a semi-pronounced,
midrange thrum emanating from the V-6 engine, blunted by thicker glass but still noticeable.
You'll also hear the burble and thrum of V-8 engines, but in any of these models road and wind
noise are well shut out. The Chrysler has an excellent set of safety credentials--including all the
usual airbags and electronic traction controls. Chrysler says it's paid extra attention to visibility
from inside the , and it's evident. With its last redesign, last year, the got slimmer roof pillars,
and the larger glass areas mean the view to the rear corners in particular is much wider. All
editions of the Chrysler come with standard power windows, locks and mirrors; LED daytime
running lights; push-button start and keyless entry; a power driver seat; cloth upholstery;
dual-zone climate control; satellite radio; a USB port; and an 8. The upgraded version of that
system, called UConnect Touch, is included with S, C, and SRT8 models, and adds hands-free
texting capability, text-to-speech capability on incoming texts, voice-command navigation,
Sirius Traffic information, and iPod controls. A watt Harmon Kardon sound system is now an
option on most models, and a "uConnect Web" option plugs in a 3G dongle into the car and
turns it into a mobile WiFi hotspot. All the retail versions of the Chrysler models get a big boost
in fuel economy for thanks to the introduction of a new eight-speed automatic transmission,
which yields new EPA numbers of 19 mpg city, 31 highway in rear-wheel-drive form. And you
might see even better real-world numbers with the V-8 if you can keep your right foot light,
thanks to cylinder deactivation. SRT8 models provide a thrill and enthusiast appeal unmatched
by the rest of the lineup, but it has its costs--namely EPA-rated city fuel economy as low as 14
mpg. And based on our experience with this combination, that's optimistic. Subaru Tesla
Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Pacifica. Used Aspen. Crossfire PT Cruiser. New By Year.
Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Buying tip UConnect is Chrysler's brand name
for all its in-car technology, from voice controls to in-car wireless Internet. In our experience,
Chrysler's interface is much cleaner than Ford's MyTouch, though its voice commands are not
as extensive. Riper and more mature, the latest Chrysler has classically handsome looks and in
the right versions, big rear-drive fun. Review continues below. It's also been rated five stars
overall from the federal government, with four stars for frontal impact and a top score in
side-impact protection. Used Chrysler for sale near change location. Continue Reading. The Car
Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your
own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more.
April 23, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to
10? Compare the Chrysler against the competition. Used Chrysler cars. Used Buick Lacrosse

cars. Used Dodge Charger cars. Used Ford Taurus cars. Used Hyundai Genesis cars. All Rights
Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
wiring diagram 2005 silverado
f150 store
diesel truck resource forum
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

